Elena’s Organic Garden
Organic, non-GMO seeds: vegetables, herbs,
garlic, tobacco. Lavender products. Plants.
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VEGETABLES
Cucumbers
There are two types of cucumbers
extensively grown around the word: slicing
cucumbers - usually large fruits with thicker
skin, and pickling cucumbers - small fruits
with thin skin.
Start seeds indoors for early harvest or sow
directly in the soil outside after the last Spring
frost. Sow seeds 2 cm deep. Keep soil moist,
fertilize regularly. Require full sun.
www.elenasgarden.ca/How-to-grow-plants

Wisconsin Cucumber, seeds

Eggplants

Peas

Eggplant is known in cuisine for centuries.
The plant is related to both tomato and
potato. First European cultivars were white in
color and resemble the goose egg - that is
how it got its name.
The fruits can grow quite large and different
varieties have different color and shape. They
are of bitter taste when raw, but when cooked
they become tender and mushy. They are
able to absorb large amount of oil when
cooked. Because of the texture of cooked
fruit, it is often used as a meat substitute in
vegetarian cuisine... It can be roasted, fried,
mashed, and mixed with other vegetables.

Green Peas - another healthy food. You may
be surprised how many good qualities this
simple product contains. It is packed with
nutrition and health benefits. It helps to
maintain healthy weight, regulate blood
sugar, prevent stomach cancer, even prevent
wrinkles and more! So next time you think
about green peas as a cheap side dish at a
restaurant - think again!

Start seeds indoors in early March. Sow seeds
5mm deep into individual pots. Transplant outside
after the last spring frost.
www.elenasgarden.ca/How-to-grow-plants

Green Arrow Peas, seeds

Very easy to grow: just plant outside in May-June
and water regularly.

Black King Eggplant, seeds
1 packet - $2.50

1 packet - $3.00

Packet contains approximately 30 seeds.
www.elenasgarden.ca/Green-Arrow-Peas-seeds

Packet contains approximately 20 seeds.
www.elenasgarden.ca/wisconsin-cucumber-seeds

55 days. This cucumber was developed by
University of Wisconsin, non hybrid and
considered Heirloom variety that grows very
well in cool Canadian climate. Hardy enough and
decease resistant. Grow them on trellis when
space is limited - they will produce as well.
Good for slicing and pickling. Pick when they
are not fully ripe for pickling. When fully
ripen, cucumber's skin turns yellow and fruits
grow big up to 8" long with round sides. They
are very juicy and crispy when ripen - excellent
for fresh eating and salads.
You will never have enough of those! Unlike
many other varieties - fruits never got bitter taste.
For that reason Wisconsin Cucumbers are our
favorites.

70 days. Excellent choice for any garden big or
small. Dark green pointed pods are tightly packed
with juicy round green peas. Kids love to snack on
it. Plants grow up to 2.5 feet tall, little trellis
required. Reliable producer in Canadian climate.

1 packet - $3.00
Packet contains approximately 20 seeds.
www.elenasgarden.ca/Eggplant-Black-King-seeds

70-80 days. Hybrid eggplant variety produces dark
purple almost black large fruits, uniformly oval
shaped. Considered as early and very stable
variety, and suitable for open field or green house.
In Canadian climate grown in open field the plants
are not tall - about 60-70cm, produces 3-5 fruits
per plant. Excellent for roasting and frying.

www.elenasgarden.ca
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California Wonder, Sweet Pepper
Sweet Pepper, Hot Pepper. The Bell Pepper, seeds

Peppers

Jalapeno Hot Pepper, seeds

also known as Sweet Pepper, comes in many
different colors: green, yellow, red, purple,
orange.
Health benefits of Sweet Pepper include
antioxidant and anti-inflammatory benefits,
as well as potential defense against cancer.
Bell Peppers are excellent source of vitamins
C, A, B, E and the longer fruits are left on the
plant to ripen, the more vitamins fruits
accumulate.
Health benefits of Hot Pepper include antibacterial, anti-diabetic, anti-cancer properties,
it is rich in Vitamin C and A, it helps with
headaches, nasal congestion, arthritis and 1 packet - $2.50
more.
Packet contains approximately 20 seeds.
www.elenasgarden.ca/California-Wonder-sweet-pepperseeds

Start seeds indoors in early March. Sow seeds
5mm deep into individual pots. Grow 2 plants in
same pot and transplant together. Transplant 65 days. This Heirloom sweet pepper is one of the
outside after the last spring frost. Require full sun. oldest and best bell peppers variety. Grows very
www.elenasgarden.ca/How-to-grow-plants
well in Canadian climate. Crisp, juicy flesh. Mild
sweet taste. Thick skin is excellent for
stuffing. Turns from green to red when mature.
Excellent taste at any stage - green or red. Source
of vitamins A and C. Plants grow leafy 2 feet tall,
bear heavy crop and produce continuously when
constantly picked.

1 packet - $2.50
Packet contains approximately 30 seeds.
www.elenasgarden.ca/Jalapeno-hot-pepper-seeds

65-70 days. Most commonly used hot pepper.
Fruits are 5-10cm long conical dark green, become
red when mature and wrinkled when getting hotter.
In fact the more wrinkles pepper shows, the hotter
it is. Best for pickling and cooking hot dishes.

Peter Hot Pepper, seeds

Chocolate Sweet Pepper, seeds

1 packet - $5.00
Packet contains approximately 20 seeds

1 packet - $2.50

www.elenasgarden.ca/Peter-Hot-pepper-Heirloom-seeds

Packet contains approximately 20 seeds
www.elenasgarden.ca/Chocolate-Pepper-Sweet-pepperseeds

65 days. This sweet pepper is tolerant to chilly
nights and grows well in Canadian climate.
Medium-small fruits with crisp, juicy flesh, mild
sweet taste. Thick skin is excellent for
stuffing. Turns from dark green to chocolate
brown when mature. Superior source of vitamins
A and C. Plants grow leafy 2 feet tall, bear heavy
crop and produce continuously if regularly picked.

www.elenasgarden.ca

65-70 days. This variety is commonly grown in
Texas and Mexico, though adapts very well to
Canadian climate. It is known for its weird shaped.
Fruits are 5-10cm long twisted in all dimensions,
become red when mature. This variety is one level
hotter than Jalapeno pepper on Scoville scale
rating. Very productive pepper usually covered
with dozens of fruits.
Dangerously hot for fresh eating, best for pickling
and cooking spicy Asian dishes.
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Onion

Pumpkin, Squash,
Zucchini

We grow different types of onion that grow There are many names: pumpkin, zucchini,
best in Canadian climate, and you can buy squash, but actually all of them are "Squashes".
them here.
There are two types of Squash: Winter Squash and

grow larger. Popular for very sweet and creamy
flesh. Rich in carotene. Stores till April-May.

Neon Pumpkin, seeds

Summer Squash.

Onions grow best in rich well drained soil.
The more clay soil contains the more pungent
onion it produces. Onions are cultivated in 3
colors: yellow, red and white - that is the
color of onion bulbs that are harvested.
There are other types of onions that do not
produce bulbs, but rather are appreciated for
the lash green leaves, i.e. leeks, scallions,
welsh onion.

Pumpkins are usually “winter squashes”. They
come in variety of form, size and color. They have
distinguished thick skin that makes them store
longer – approximately till April.

Zucchini is a "summer squash". Zucchini fruit can
grow very long - up to 1 meter in length - but
usually harvested much before they reach this size.
When ripen, their skin becomes hard - like a
squash, and then zucchini can be stored for several
All types of Onion are used widely in any months in cool dry ventilated area. But when
kitchen around the world. But also onion has harvested young, the skin of the fruit is thin, it can
long history of medicinal use as a strong be eaten fresh, like cucumber. Zucchinis are
antibacterial agent. When eaten raw usually served cooked: steamed, boiled, baked,
regularly, onion increases "good" cholesterol fried, stuffed etc.

HDL in blood.

Welsh Onion, seeds

Squashes are rich in vitamin A and beta carotene
that are vital for eyes, bones and reproduction
functions. They also found to reduce risk of
cataract, prevent grows of cancer cells and more.
Start seeds indoors for early harvest or sow
directly in the soil outside after the last spring
frost. Sow seeds 2 cm deep. Keep soil moist,
fertilize regularly. Require full sun.
www.elenasgarden.ca/How-to-grow-plants

Amazonka Pumpkin, seeds

1 packet - $2.50
Packet contains approximately 20 seeds.
www.elenasgarden.ca/Amazonka-Pumpkin-WinterSquash-Seeds

100 days. This Pumpkin fruits are mostly round,
slightly ribbed deep orange in color. Medium size
up to 12-inch diameter and 7-8 lb. in weight.
Makes great Jack-O-Lantern. Yields about 2-3
bigger fruits per plant. Cutting out new blossoms
and watering the plant regularly encourages the
remaining fruits to grow larger. Stores till
February, but gets softer in time. Not as sweet as
Amazonka. Great in pies, pureed soups, fried,
roasted or steamed.

Butternut Squash, seeds

1 packet - $3.00
Packet contains approximately 50 seeds
www.elenasgarden.ca/Welsh-Onion-seeds

Valuable source of vitamin-rich greens in
early spring with no maintenance.
Welsh Onion is perennial onion that does not
grow bulbs, but instead forms root ball, that
overwinters and start growing from root again
every spring. In same place welsh onion can
grow 4-5 years.
Approximately 18 inches tall, each plant
normally constantly has 7-9 dark green
upward looking leaves, which are juicy and
pungent in fresh salads.
If picked regularly, new green leaves
quickly re-grow during whole season.

1 packet - $2.50

1 packet - $3.00
Packet contains approximately 20 seeds.

Packet contains approximately 20 seeds.
www.elenasgarden.ca/Butternut-squash-seeds-organic
www.elenasgarden.ca/Amazonka-Pumpkin-WinterSquash-Seeds

70 days. Butternut Squash is a type of winter
squash that has pear-shaped fruits with peach
85 days. This Pumpkin fruits are mostly round, colored skin and dark orange dense flesh. This
thick skin is ribbed and striped, stripes disappear squash is well known for delicious sweet nutty
when ripen and fruit becomes evenly orange in taste. Yields 3-4 fruits per plant. It has so many
color. Small to medium size up to 9 inch diameter culinary uses: can be roasted, toasted, pureed for
and 4-6 pounds weight. Not large but feel heavier soups, or mashed and used in casseroles, breads,
than the large summer squashes because of very and muffins. Stores till May.
dense flesh. Yields about 2-3 bigger fruits per
plant. Cutting out new blossoms and watering the
plant regularly encourages the remaining fruits to
www.elenasgarden.ca
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Romanesca Zucchini, seeds

1 packet - $2.50
Packet contains approximately 20 seeds.
www.elenasgarden.ca/Romanesca-Zucchini-Squashseeds

60 days. Romanesca fruits are ribbed and striped,
can grow very long up to 60cm in length and have
a distinct nutty flavor. Yield is not very high - 2-3
fruits per plant, pick them before they are ripe to
encourage new blossoms, or keep them on the
plant until they reach their biggest size.
You can store mature zucchinis for several
months, but young ones must be eaten or
processed immediately.

Radishes

Sunflowers

There are many types of radishes that differ
in color, shape and taste. They often have
prudent refreshing taste, and always very
juicy flesh. They tolerate cold temperature,
and in fact suffer in hot climates, that makes
them perfect for early spring fresh from
garden vitamin supplement.
Health benefits of eating radishes include
• anti-inflammatory especially for urinary
system
• help in weight loss
• detoxifying effect, cancer-fighting
• improving blood pressure and blood
sugar level
• rich in vitamin C

Sunflower is excellent pollinator in any
garden, it attracts enormous amount of good
insects, i.e. bees, butterflies etc. Plant
sunflowers near the cucumber bed, and you
will have noticeably larger harvest.
Ripen seeds attract birds, which are beneficial
for your garden health too.
Sunflower seeds are one of the world
healthiest foods. They contain 80% of daily
norm of vitamin E that is considered the main
fat soluble anti-oxidant of the body. It
provides
significant
anti-inflammatory
defense. Among numerous other health
benefits of sunflower seeds are:
• normalizing cholesterol levels
• calming nerves, blood vessels and
muscles
• detoxification and cancer prevention

Start seeds directly in the soil outside as soon as
soil in thawed and workable. Sow seeds 1 cm
deep. Keep soil moist, fertilize regularly.
Tolerate part sun.
www.elenasgarden.ca/How-to-grow-plants

Black Russian Radish, seeds

Start seeds directly in the soil outside in May.
Sow seeds 2 cm deep. Keep soil moist, fertilize
regularly. Requires full sun.
www.elenasgarden.ca/How-to-grow-plants

Russian Mammoth Sunflower seeds

1 packet - $5.00
Packet contains approximately 20 seeds.

1 packet - $3.00

www.elenasgarden.ca/Black-Russian-Radish-seedsorganic

Packet contains approximately 100 seeds.

Black Radish is very popular vegetable in Russia,
often is grown in family gardens. People like it for
its bitter refreshing taste. Mostly is eaten freshly
diced in simple salads (Black Radish, salt, sour
cream or vegetable oil). Edible part of plant is its
spherical shape root, which has thick intense black
skin, and white firm juicy flesh. The root normally
grows to about 15cm diameter.

www.elenasgarden.ca

www.elenasgarden.ca/Russian-Mammoth-Sunflowerseeds

This sunflower plant grows very tall in good
conditions, and flower head grows large in
diameter up to 30cm. Seeds are edible, dark grey
with distinct white stripe, small in size. Open
pollinated. Excellent for bird feeding.
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Tomatoes

Big Beef Tomato, seeds

Tomatoes - the world's healthiest food! They
reduce risk of heart disease, they support
bone health, they provide anti-cancer benefits
and more. But grown organically and ripened
on the plant tomatoes bring so much
enjoyable flavor and taste that one cannot
find in tomatoes from supermarket.
Popularity of tomatoes is incredible
worldwide. There are thousands of varieties
different by shape, size and color. In our
catalog you will find only a few varieties those we have chosen to grow for our family 1 packet - $3.00
and we recommend to you.
Packet contains approximately 20 seeds.
Start seeds indoors in early March. Sow seeds
5mm deep into individual pots. Grow 2 plants in
same pot, remove the weakest seedling when 2inch tall. Transplant outside after the last spring
frost. Require full sun.
www.elenasgarden.ca/How-to-grow-plants

Saint Pierre Tomato, seeds

Black Prince Tomato, seeds

1 packet - $4.00
Packet contains approximately 20 seeds.
www.elenasgarden.ca/Tomato-seeds

www.elenasgarden.ca/Tomato-seeds

75 days. This variety is a hybrid Italian beefsteak
tomato. Was bred in 1994 by Collen Wayatt as a
disease resistant alternative to the famous
Beefsteak tomato. Quickly became very popular
among home gardeners. As name suggests the
fruits are large (up to 4 inches or 10cm diameter)
mostly globe shaped with somewhat flat bottom,
of vivid red color inside out, pleasant texture and
great sweet flavor for such a big tomato.
Excellent for fresh eating, in salads and is the
absolute best slicing tomato for sandwiches.
Plant grows tall and requires staking to support
heavy fruit load. One plant can produce up to 20
big size fruits.

80 days. Heirloom tomato, originated from
Siberia, Russia this cultivar has unique properties
making it the best option for colder
climates. Vigorous and very productive tomato.
Fruits can be of various sizes (from medium to
extra-large). They have dark maroon skin with
green shoulders, and mahogany flesh. Taste is as
unusual as its color - very sweet flavor with hint of
strawberry, dense juicy texture. This tomato is
regarded by some as the best tomato ever
grown. Excellent for fresh eating, salads and
sandwiches.

Cherokee Purple Tomato, seeds

Lemon Giant Tomato, seeds

1 packet - $3.00
Packet contains approximately 20 seeds.
www.elenasgarden.ca/Tomato-seeds

70 days. Heirloom tomato variety originated from
St. Pierre Island in Hungary. It became our family
favorite instantly for the sweetness of its taste that
is by far better than that of "Big Beef" champion.
Really nice looking, uniformly round shaped with
almost no defects fruits are medium to large size
(3-4 inches globes). Excellent flavor, sweet
delightful taste and dense texture, popular in
Europe. Plants are short, about 100cm, but very
productive, i.e. carry heavy loads of up to 20 fruits
per plant and do require support. They are cold
tolerant and reliable producers under any
weather conditions. Excellent slicing type tomato,
and perfect in salads and for fresh eating.

1 packet - $4.00
1 packet - $3.00
Packet contains approximately 20 seeds.
www.elenasgarden.ca/Tomato-seeds

80 days. Russian commercial tomato variety.
Very high yield of big size fruits: each up to 4
inches in diameter, slightly conical shape, bright
yellow skin. Excellent sweet flavor and juicy
texture. Good for fresh eating, salads and
sandwiches. Fruits are very heavy - plants need
very serious support during production or a
cushion of straw under bunches of fruits, so they
don't touch ground.

www.elenasgarden.ca

Packet contains approximately 20 seeds.
www.elenasgarden.ca/Tomato-seeds

80 days. Century-old cultivar, originated with the
Cherokee people. Giant size fruits (up to 5 inches
diameter) have unusual purple hue with dark green
shoulders. Fruits are often of weird blocky
irregular shape. They are known for the dense
juicy texture and outstanding sweet flavor of
real "old times" tomato. Excellent for fresh eating,
salads
and
sandwiches.
Fruits are so heavy - they drag the branches
down to the ground. Staking the plants helps very
little, instead make a straw pad under each fruit, so
that they are not touching the bare ground
while ripening.
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Lemon Boy Tomato, seeds

Amish Paste Tomato, seeds

De Barao Gold Tomato, seeds

1 packet - $3.00
Packet contains approximately 20 seeds.
www.elenasgarden.ca/Tomato-seeds

75 days. This tomato variety is an eye catcher in
any garden. Very bright yellow from inside out,
really nice looking fruits are 2.5-3 inches round
globes, thin skin and pleasant meaty texture flesh.
Taste is heavenly tangy sweet - perfect to anyone's
taste. Excellent for salads, fresh eating and slicing.
Plants are not tall and they produce fruits gradually
(as opposed to some tomato varieties that are
loaded with fruits all at once) - which is very
welcome in small gardens and also in containers
that can be brought inside in Fall and keep
producing for a little longer.

1 packet - $2.50
Packet contains approximately 20 seeds.

1 packet - $3.00

www.elenasgarden.ca/Tomato-seeds

Packet contains approximately 20 seeds.

80 days. This Heirloom tomato variety originated
in 18th century with Amish people in Wisconsin.
Fruits are medium size (1.5x2.0 inch) oblong
shaped, bright red colored and of sweet taste
and meaty texture. They are excellent for making
paste, ketchup and alike. Plants require some
support when bearing fruits.

www.elenasgarden.ca/Tomato-seeds

80 days. Russian commercially grown variety of
DeBarao. Fruits are uniformly oval shaped,
medium size (1.5x2.0 inch), bright yellow in color,
very juicy and of exceptional fruity sweet taste.
Plants are very tall, can easy hit 6 feet, need
serious support, bear high yield of colorful fruits.
Very good for fresh eating, canning, pickling.
Makes good brown paste and salsa.

Amish Oxheart Tomato, seeds
De Barao Black Tomato, seeds

Powers Yellow Tomato, seeds

1 packet - $2.50
1 packet - $2.50

Packet contains approximately 20 seeds.

1 packet - $3.00

www.elenasgarden.ca/Tomato-seeds

Packet contains approximately 20 seeds.

Packet contains approximately 20 seeds.

80 days. This is a variation of Amish Paste tomato.
www.elenasgarden.ca/Tomato-seeds
Oxheart variety is more productive than Amish
Paste and fruits are little bigger (1.5x2.5 inch), ox
80 days. Heirloom tomato variety originated in
heart shaped with pointed end, bright red colored
Virginia over a century ago. Plants are not very
and of sweet taste and meaty texture. They are
tall, bear multiple clusters of colorful fruits that
excellent for making paste, salsa, ketchup, but are
ripen almost all at once. Fruits are uniformly oval
good in salads too.
shaped with pointed end, medium size (1.5x2.5
inch), bright yellow in color and of exquisitely
fruity sweet taste. They are technically paste
tomatoes, but taste is so delicious, that we used to
eat them fresh as much as we can. Makes good
brown paste and salsa. The plant requires staking
to support the crop load.
www.elenasgarden.ca

www.elenasgarden.ca/Tomato-seeds

80 days. Another variety of De Barao. Fruits are
uniformly oval shaped, smaller size (1 x1.5 inch).
Despite the name, fruits are of mahogany color
when ripen, with thin skin, sweet taste and very
juicy. Plants grow very tall (up to 6 feet), need
serious support, bear clusters of colorful fruits.
Very good for fresh eating, canning, pickling.
When the first fall frost is approaching, we pick up
ALL tomatoes (ripen or not), then lay them on the
floor in basement. They get to their color with
time, continuously producing fresh loads of
excellent tomatoes for school lunch bag. Perfect
"One bite" tomatoes are the kids' favorite of all!
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Plum Delight Tomato, seeds

Grape Cluster Tomato, seeds

Watermelons
Watermelon is not only sweet and juicy treat,
it’s full of vitamins, antioxidants, even
calories and is considered a healthy food.
www.elenasgarden.ca/Watermelon-seeds

Start watermelon seeds indoors in pots, sow seeds
2cm deep. Grow 2 plants in same pot, remove the
weakest seedling when 2-inch tall. Transplant
outside after the last spring frost. Require full sun.
www.elenasgarden.ca/How-to-grow-plants

1 packet - $2.50
1 packet - $2.50
Packet contains approximately 20 seeds.
www.elenasgarden.ca/Tomato-seeds

75 days. This tomato variety is cold tolerant, early
bearing and reliable. They produce heavy crop of
red golf ball sized (1.5-inch round) tangy-sweet
tasted tomatoes through the whole season from
July to late October. Excellent for
fresh
eating, perfect size for canning and makes
delicious paste and salsa. The plants grow rather
tall - 200 cm and get very heavy with clusters of
red tomatoes. But with the first sign of Fall frost
remove stakes and let stems lie as a heap – the
closer to the ground the safer - they will survive
the light frost and keep ripening for little longer.

Packet contains approximately 20 seeds.

Sweet Beauty Watermelon, seeds

www.elenasgarden.ca/Tomato-seeds

75 days. Grape tomatoes are said to have origin in
Southern Asia. The plant produces long vines with
abundance of small (1 inch) red oblong shaped
fruits on long clusters. They are firm, with thick
skin and a bit sour. Most supermarkets sell them in
little boxes for kid's snack. These tomatoes are
excellent for canning in whole, or for adding in
whole to salads or other dishes for bright accent.

1 packet - $4.00
Packet contains 10 seeds.

Cherry Cluster Tomato, seeds

80 days. This watermelon is the sweetest
watermelon we ever tried. Fruits are oblong
shaped, medium size, dark green striped skin.
Flesh is bright red, juicy and very sweet. Black
seeds. It totally stands for its name.

Vista Watermelon, seeds

1 packet - $2.50
Packet contains approximately 20 seeds.
www.elenasgarden.ca/Tomato-seeds

75 days. Cherry tomatoes are said to have origin
in Peru, and Northern Chile. The plant produces
long vines with abundance of very small (3/4 inch)
red globe shaped fruits on long clusters - therefore
the name. It produces early - late July here in
Canada - fruits ripen gradually in a cluster. They
are tasty, mostly sweet and a bit sour. Fruits are
perfect for kid's snack - easy to get kids eat more
vegetables, they just keep eating them like berries.
These tomatoes are also good for canning, or for
adding in full to salads. Tomatoes this small size
that grow in clusters are said to be good for sundrying.

1 packet - $4.00
Packet contains 10 seeds

80 days. This watermelon is so delicious, your kids
would gobble it up in seconds. Medium size, light
green and striped skin. Flesh is scarlet red, firm
and juicy and extra sweet. Very popular variety for
its exceptional taste and productivity. Seeds are of
light brown color.
www.elenasgarden.ca
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GARLIC
Garlic bulbs
Garlic bulbs are widely used around the
world in many cuisines as a seasoning or
condiment. The flavor varies in intensity and
aroma with the different cooking methods.
Garlic has many health benefit, i.e. it helps
fight cancer, regulate blood pressure and
blood sugar levels, improves body's defenses
against allergies and common cold, it's
packed with vitamins.
Garlic has two sub-species: Softnecks and
Hardnecks. We grow only Hardneck garlic in
our farm. Hardnecks are the chef’s favorites
mainly for exceptional flavor, but also for
longer storage time and for the large and easy
to peel cloves.

Russian Red Garlic, bulbs

German Red Garlic, bulbs

1 bulb - $4.00
10+ bulbs - $3.50 each

1 bulb - $4.00
10+ bulbs - $3.50 each

Seasonal availability, check before ordering:

Seasonal availability, check before ordering:

www.elenasgarden.ca/Garlic-Organic-Seed-bulbs

www.elenasgarden.ca/Garlic-Organic-Seed-bulbs

Hardneck Marbled Purple Stripe type garlic,
which is known for its amazing, true-garlic flavor.
Plant hardneck garlic in October-November while
soil is still workable. Plant cloves deep so that the Russian favorite garlic grown for generations. The
top tips of cloves are 1 inch below surface. flavor is intense and long lasting. On a scale from
1 to 5 (1 - mild, 5 - very hot) Russian Red
Harvest in August next year.
definitely has rate 5+. Bulbs are usually big in
www.elenasgarden.ca/How-to-grow-plants
size and have fewer cloves (4-8 per bulb). Bulbs
are white with purple streaks, cloves are wrapped
in brownish/purple skin and easy to peel. Russian
Red is very hardy in Canadian climate and
tolerates any type of soil. Storage length
approximately 7 months. Store in cool ventilated
area - dry basement is good.

Hardneck Rocambole type garlic. The flavor is
strong, hot and spicy and lasts for a long time. On
a scale from 1 to 5 (1 is mild, 5 - very hot) German
Red has rate 3. Bulbs are usually quite big and
average 6-10 large cloves in single circle around
stem. Skins peel with ease and are purple in color.
Storage length approximately 5-6 months. This
garlic tolerates any type of soil. It is a reliable
producer, grows vigorously with large dark green
foliage and produces large uniform bulbs. Store in
cool ventilated area (dry basement).

Kostyn Red Garlic, bulbs

Northern Quebec Garlic, bulbs

1 bulb - $4.00
10+ bulbs - $3.50 each

1 bulb - $4.00
10+ bulbs - $3.50 each

Seasonal availability, check before ordering:
www.elenasgarden.ca/Garlic-Organic-Seed-bulbs

Hardneck Marbled Purple Stripe type garlic,
originated from Russia and clearly related to
Russian Red. The flavor is intense and long
lasting. On a scale from 1 to 5 (1 - mild, 5 - very
hot) Kostyn Red stands for 5. Bulbs are usually big
in size and have fewer cloves (6 per bulb). Bulbs
are white with purple streaks, cloves are wrapped
in brownish/purple skin and easy to peel. Kostyn
Red is very reliable producer in Canadian climate
and tolerates almost any type of soil. Storage
length approximately 6-8 months in cool ventilated
area.
www.elenasgarden.ca

Seasonal availability, check before ordering:
www.elenasgarden.ca/Garlic-Organic-Seed-bulbs

Hardneck Porcelain type garlic. Bulbs are
medium size. Wrappers are white, but cloves
covers tend to purple brownish. 4-6 large cloves in
the bulb. Some say it smells like "hickory smoked
salmon" when freshly pulled from the ground.
Taste is hot and aggressive. On a scale from 1 to 5
(1 - mild, 5 - very hot) we give Northern Quebec
rate 4. Storage length approximately 8 months,
but requires cool and well ventilated area.
Excellent choice for cool Canadian climate.
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Garlic Rounds

Russian Red Garlic, Rounds

Northern Quebec Garlic, rounds

"Rounds" are small single-clove bulbs that grow
up from the garlic seeds (bulbils) in first year.
When planted in fall, the rounds will grow into
multi-clove bulbs next year (second year bulbs),
though they will be little smaller than full size
bulbs. Full size bulbs will grow in third year –
from cloves of second year bulbs.
Start rounds same way as bulbs- plant in OctoberNovember 2cm deep.

50g package - $7.00
Approximately 35 garlic rounds.
Seasonal availability, check before ordering:

50g package - $7.00

www.elenasgarden.ca/Garlic-Organic-seeds-Rounds

Approximately 80 garlic rounds.
Seasonal availability, check before ordering:

Kostyn Red Garlic, rounds

German Red Garlic, rounds

50g package - $7.00

50g package - $7.00

Approximately 40 garlic rounds.
Seasonal availability, check before ordering:

Approximately 30 garlic rounds.
Seasonal availability, check before ordering:

www.elenasgarden.ca/Garlic-Organic-seeds-Rounds

www.elenasgarden.ca/Garlic-Organic-seeds-Rounds

www.elenasgarden.ca

www.elenasgarden.ca/Garlic-Organic-seeds-Rounds
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Garlic Umbels

Russian Red Garlic, umbel

German Red Garlic, umbel

1 umbel - $3.50

1 umbel - $3.50

“Umbel” is the air borne round capsule full of
true hardneck garlic seeds, called “bulbils”. It
takes 3 years to grow garlic from seed to full
size bulb. Advantage of starting garlic from
seed is: because seeds are airborne, they are
free from soil borne bacteria, therefore garlic
grown from seed is healthier. At our farm we
plant garlic seeds every year, so to replenish
our garlic seed stock every 3 years.
Growing garlic from seeds can be very
rewarding experience for the garden
enthusiast. If you select the largest
seeds/rounds/cloves to plant every year, then
pretty soon – just by selection – you may end
up with huge jaw-dropping bulbs that you can
be proud of.

Approximately 30-50 mid-sized bulbils.
Seasonal availability, check before ordering:
www.elenasgarden.ca/Garlic-Organic-seeds-umbels

Kostyn Red Garlic, umbel

Approximately 30-60 mid-sized bulbils.
Seasonal availability, check before ordering:
www.elenasgarden.ca/Garlic-Organic-seeds-umbels

Northern Quebec Garlic, umbel

Start garlic seeds in fall or spring – result
will be the same. Plant them 1cm deep and
keep weed free. Dig out rounds in JulyAugust, then replant rounds in OctoberNovember.

1 umbel - $3.50
1 umbel - $3.50
Approximately 40-60 mid-sized bulbils.
Seasonal availability, check before ordering:

Approximately 200 small bulbils.
Seasonal availability, check before ordering:
www.elenasgarden.ca/Garlic-Organic-seeds-umbels

www.elenasgarden.ca/Garlic-Organic-seeds-umbels

www.elenasgarden.ca
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HERBS

Basil Lime

Lemon Balm (Melissa)

Herbs is a collective name for all plant used
for medicine, flavoring, perfume or as spices
or condiments in culinary.
Start seeds indoors any time after March 1, in pots
with clean garden soil mix. Usual rule: cover
seeds with soil twice their own thickness3. Water
seeds by gently sprinkling water. Cover pots with
clear poly until they germinate and keep on sunny
warm spot. Transplant seedlings into your garden
after last frost danger. Keep minimum 12 inches
distance apart

Seeds, Plants

1 packet - $3.00
1 plant (2” pot) - $4.00

Dill Ella

Packet contains approximately 70 seeds.

Lime Basil is a variety of basil herbs that as name
suggests has mild and pleasant lemony scent and
taste. Basil has many culinary uses in Asian,
Indian and European cuisines, most often used as
condiments to salads, poultry and fish dishes.
But this common herb has also some medicinal
uses, such as mild anti-inflammatory and antiarthritic treatment.

1 packet - $3.00
1 plant (2” pot) - $4.00
Packet contains approximately 150 seeds.

Lemon Balm (Melissa) - as name suggests this
herb has mild and pleasant lemony scent. Lemon
Balm is "Calming herb", it reduces anxiety and
boosts concentration at same time (drink a lemon
balm tea before an important meeting). It also
shows anti-bacterial properties, improves immune
system, externally used to make skin look
younger.

Oregano
St. John's Wort
1 packet - $2.50
Packet contains approximately 100 seeds.

Dill as a herb was known and cultivated for more
than 3000 years. Originated from Europe, favorite
culinary herb in Russia and Germany. Fresh
leaves are commonly used in salads. Dried leaves
are used as culinary condiment added to soups and
other dishes in the winter to give them a nice
"summer" scent.
Ella organic variety stays leafy and bushy for a bit 1 plant (2” pot) - $4.00
longer than other varieties
Oregano is wild Marjoram, it has purple flowers
and olive colored leaves. The culinary use of
Italian Parsley
oregano's dried leaves is most known as "pizza
herb". It is very popular in Italy, Greece and
Turkey cuisines.
Due to the unique set of medicinal and mineral
properties, oregano has anti-inflammatory,
antibacterial, antispasmodic, analgesic, sedative
and other properties.
It is really versatile herb that can help with many
symptoms like cold, muscle pain, headaches,
allergies, fatigue, menstrual cramps and more.

1 packet - $5.00
1 plant (2”pot) - $7.00
Packet contains approximately 150 seeds.

St. John’s Wort is perennial plant with yellow
flowers blooming in June-July. Herb has a strong
bactericidal effect, anti-inflammatory and
antiseptic properties, also used for the treatment of
wounds and other skin injuries of all kinds.
Recently medical researchers discovered
antidepressant effects of St. John's wort and its
positive effect on the nervous system with no side
effects.

1 packet - $2.50
Packet contains approximately 30 seeds.

Parsley as a herb is known for a long time. Italian
Parsley is a variety of parsley known for flat dark
green leaves. Originated from Mediterranean.
Bright green leaves chopped use commonly used
as garnish for various dishes.
www.elenasgarden.ca
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Bergamot

Bergamot

1 packet - $3.00
1 plant (2”pot) - $5.00

1 packet (10g) - $5.00

Packet contains approximately 150 seeds.

Bergamot herb is also called Scarlet Beebalm or
Oswego Tea. It is originated in North America.
Its scent is similar to one of Bergamot orange,
which oil is part of Earl Grey tea. Flowers of
Bergamot herb are very aromatic, they attract
bees, butterflies and hummingbirds - natural
pollinators for your whole garden.
Bergamot herb has long history of medicinal uses
by native people, such as an antiseptic to treat
oral infections like gingivitis or sore throat.
Bergamot herb reduces cholesterol level and
sugar level in blood. It is also known to decrease
excessive flatulence.

Bright colorful plant attracts pollinators, but also
has serious medicinal uses. Bergamot herb can
help to reduce blood sugar and also keep
cholesterol level checked. It is also known to
decrease excessive flatulence.

Lemon Balm (Melissa)

St. John’s Wort

1 packet (30g) - $5.00
St.John's Wort herb has a strong anti-bacterial,
anti-inflammatory and antiseptic properties,
promote the rapid regeneration of damaged tissues.
It was also found having antidepressant properties
and its positive effect on the nervous system with
no side effects.

Herbal Tea Sample Set

1 packet (10g) - $5.00

Try our herbal tea Sampler set, it contains 3
Lemon Balm is "Calming herb", it reduces anxiety different loose herbs, 5-10g each in a glass jar
Loose herbs are normally used to make
and boosts concentration at same time (drink a Select any 3 herbs you would like. This set can
herbal teas, which are the infusion of leaves, lemon balm tea before an important meeting). It make a lovely little gift for a herb enthusiast.
flowers or other parts of plants in hot (usually also shows anti-bacterial properties, improves
boiling) water, they are caffeine free, they immune system, externally used to make skin look
can help healing your illness and generally younger.

Loose Herbs

Herb Grinder

make you healthier.

Oregano
Basil Lime

1 grinder - $20.00

1 packet (10g) - $5.00
Oregano has anti-inflammatory, antibacterial,
antispasmodic, analgesic, sedative and other
Lime Basil herb has light lemony scent, pleasant in properties. It is really versatile herb that can help
herbal tea. This herb has mild anti-inflammatory with many symptoms like cold, muscle pain,
headaches, allergies, fatigue, menstrual cramps
and anti-arthritic properties.
and more.

1 packet (10g) - $5.00

www.elenasgarden.ca

Herbs Grinder hand machine is uniquely designed
to evenly shred/cut small amount of dry herbs by
grinding them thru sharp metal teeth. The output
herb cuttings are very small and uniformly same
size. This little machine is a must in every kitchen!
Grind any herb you want : dill, parsley, St.John's
wort, Oregano, pepper and more...
Machine Dimensions : 105(h) x 76(w) x 62(l)
mm. Made of plastic shell and stainless steel teeth.
Sleek, modern look and comfortable feel. Various
colors.
Page 13 of 17

FRUITS
Grape
Strawberry
Grapes are traditionally used for making
juice, wine, jelly, raisin, vinegar and of
course eating fresh. Grapevine is fun to grow
yourself too. Grapevines come in many
varieties, they are pretty adaptable to type of
soil, but must be selected with knowledge of
hardiness zone of your region.

Strawberry is a perfect source of vitamin C,
i.e. 100g of strawberry provides 100% of
daily requirement of vitamin C. Because of so
high vitamin content eating fresh strawberries
has vital effects on our health: prevents heart
decease and regulates cholesterol; maintains
normal blood pressure; reduces risk of
arthritis and cancer; helps prevent age related
eye problems; boosts immune system.

Concord Grape, seeds

Fort Laramie Strawberry

1 packet - $4.00

1 plant (4”pot) - $6.00 ea.

Packet contains approximately 20 seeds.
www.elenasgarden.ca/Concord-grape-seeds-organic

Zone 5. Concord grape was developed by Ephraim
Wales Bull in Concord, Massachusetts in 19th
century. Fruit is very sweet and has distinct taste
and flavor. Skin of fruit is dark blue or purple and
is easy to slip off the fruit flesh. Because of their
distinct taste, Concord grape is commercially used
for grape jelly and soft drinks production. Eating
Concord grapes may improve heart and mind
health as well as immune system.

6+ plants
- $5.00 ea.
Limited quantity, Check availability before ordering:
www.elenasgarden.ca/FortLaramie-Strawberry-plant

Strawberry Fort Laramie, heavy bearer, good size
fruits are red, very sweet and tasty. Bearing from
end of May to beginning of July. Fruits are
excellent for fresh eating and also good for
canning and jelly.

www.elenasgarden.ca
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TOBACCO

Canadian Virginia

Tobacco processing
Tobacco processing is how to make the ready to
smoke tobacco from raw tobacco plant.

Tobacco is very easy to grow in home garden
for your own use. From microscopic tiny
seeds it grows into the 5-6 feet tall leafy plant
in just one season. It is annual plant, so it
grows from seeds every year. Every plant can
potentially produce about 100g of dry
tobacco. Visit our website for more
information and growing guides:
www.elenasgarden.ca/Tobacco-Seeds-Guides

Accelerated Tobacco curing method,
booklet
1 booklet - $15.00

This soft 7-page booklet contains illustrated
description of a simple method you can easily
perform at home to convert tobacco leaves that
you have grown in your garden into the ready to
smoke tobacco. This method is stable and
reliable - every time you perform it, you will get
same results, so you can count on it, just follow
1 packet - $5.00
the recommendations found in the booklet.
1 plant (2”pot) - $8.00
Commercial tobacco process is impossible to
Packet contains approximately 1000 seeds.
perform in home settings because it requires
For plants – check availability before ordering OR Prespecial facilities with controlled environment,
Tobacco is annual plant. Tobacco seeds are order seedlings before April 1 at
expensive machinery and many chemical
extremely tiny, but they grow into 5-6-foot www.elenasgarden.ca/Canadian-Virginia-tobacco-plant
additives.
leafy plant in just one season. We sell both
Our
accelerated tobacco curing method does not
Very good, highly productive tobacco. Grows well
seeds and seedlings. You may Pre-order your
need cumbersome fermentation process, nor
in Canadian climate. Plants grow very tall - about
special equipment, nor chemicals. All can be
seedlings on our website or by placing an 200cm high - and the leaves spread around a thick
performed at home using general kitchen
order from this catalog.
stem making footprint about 3-4 feet in diameter.
cookware in a matter of hours.
It develops large leaves approximately 60cm long.
Virginia Gold
Leaves are narrower than of Virginia Gold, but
longer. They cure into a light brown color. It is
said to be excellent for cigarette blend.

Seeds, Plants

Tobacco Shedder
Monte Calme Brun

1 shredder - $20.00
1 packet - $5.00
1 plant (2”pot) - $8.00

Tobacco shredder hand machine is uniquely
designed to evenly shred/cut small amount of
tobacco leaves by grinding them thru sharp
metal teeth. The output tobacco cuttings are
1 packet - $5.00
similar to commercially processed tobacco by
size of cut pieces.
1 plant (2”pot) - $8.00
Dimensions: 105(h) x 76(w) x 62(l) mm. Made of
Packet contains approximately 1000 seeds.
Throughout history Virginia tobacco has been
plastic shell and stainless steel teeth. Sleek,
For plants – check availability before ordering OR Prehighly popular owing to the high natural sugar and order seedlings before April 1at
modern look and comfortable feel.
aromatic content in its leaves. Plants grow www.elenasgarden.ca/Monte-Calme-Brun-tobaccoMachine has a top lid and a bottom collector tray.
about 150cm tall developing large leaves - up to plants
Capacity of collector tray is approximately 1-2
50 cm long. They mature gradually from the
tobacco leaves cut.
bottom of the plant and up. Leaves cure into light
Machine
may NOT be attached to a solid surface,
Monte Calme Brun tobacco is hybrid from
brown color. It is best for pipes and cigarettes.
and all operated by hand.
Havana type tobacco. Very productive, tall nice
looking plants with super large dark green leaves.
Always reliable and produce good crop. Leaves
cure into a light brown color. Excellent for pipes
and cigarette blend.
Packet contains approximately 1000 seeds.
For plants – check availability before ordering OR Preorder seedlings before April 1 at
www.elenasgarden.ca/Virginia-Gold-tobacco-plant

www.elenasgarden.ca
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LAVENDER

Lavender Products

We pick and process our lavender by hand
and make lavender products in small batches.
Some of them (soap, cream, salt, oil) you can
Majority of lavender we grow in our Farm is Pre-order. Products like bouquets and buds
English lavender known for several important are subject to availability, please contact us or
properties:
check if products available online at
1) best for essential oil production
www.elenasgarden.ca/Lavender
2) best for medicinal use
3) best for culinary use
Lavender makes an eye-catching hedge and
border accent, and also in beautiful and Dry Lavender Bouquets
aromatic plant in containers, very aromatic
especially when touched. Bees and
butterflies are drawn to garden where
lavender grows, which help to pollinate
other plants.
Usage ranges from bouquets when fresh,
sachets and such when dried, as herb
lavender is used as antiseptic, antiinflammatory, sedative, helps
with
headaches, stress, insomnia, also to treat
wounds and indigestion.
1 bouquet - $12.00

Dry Lavender Sachets

www.elenasgarden.ca/Lavender

Require well-drained, neutral to alkaline soil in an
open, sunny spot. Zones 5-9.

Seeds, Plants
English Lavender

1 sachet - $5.00
10+ sachets - $4.00 ea.

Enjoy wonderful lavender fragrance with these
lovely 4X6" organza sachets filled with dried
culinary grade lavender buds. They are perfect for
closets, drawers, bags and for parties and showers.
Here are some ideas how to use the sachets:
• put it in a drawer to keep moths away
• hang it in a car as natural air freshener
• toss it into your sport bag
• put it near your pillow to sleep better
5+ bouquets - $10.00 ea.
• rub it against temple area to ease headache
• toss it in the dryer to freshen up your clothes
Simple bouquet of dried lavender flowers on long
stems, picked and arranged by hand. They look • use it as an addition to a little party favors
gorgeous as house decoration and accent points,
and smell heavenly fresh or dry, but their scent and
other properties intensify when flowers are dry.
Each bouquet contain 100-150 stems and is 10-14 Lavender Pillow Insert
inches long.

Dry Lavender Buds

1 packet - $3.00
1 plant (2”pot) - $5.00

1 insert - $8.00

Packet contains approximately 150 seeds.

English Lavender can be used as herb for
medicinal purposes, aromatherapy, culinary,
cosmetics and more. Very fragrant flowers have
different shades of purple. English Lavender is
best for essential oil production. Perennial shrub,
grows 12-16" tall and 36" wide, blooms midSummer Prefers poor sandy clay soil, but good
drainage is a must. Very attractive to bees and
butterflies, which will pollinate all other fruits and
vegetable in your garden, bringing more harvest!

Aromatherapy could not be easier! Enjoy the
relaxing scent of lavender with this lavender
50g
- $10.00
pillow insert. The scent will last for long time.
The 8X8" lavender scented pillow inserts are
100g - $18.00
available in a white hand-made muslin
500g - $80.00
encasement with little ornamental details added.
They are stuffed with non-allergenic polyester
fill and dried Lavender Buds. Put the pillow
English Lavender is most commonly used in
insert inside your pillow case and enjoy a good
cooking. Lavender has a sweet, floral flavor and is
night sleep. Small enough - you can take them
close to rosemary, sage or thyme. The potency of
with you on a long trip.
the lavender flowers increases with drying. The
culinary uses of dry Lavender bugs are limitless.
Apart from Culinary use, the lavender buds are
used in sachets, pillows, in cosmetics, as medicinal
herb.
www.elenasgarden.ca
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Lavender Soap bar, 100g

Lavender infused Coarse Salt

How to order
Order online
Easiest way to order is by going to our store
website: www.elenasgarden.ca
1) Just add to cart products you want to order,
2) When done, select “Checkout” and proceed
either as a customer or a guest,

1 bar - $3.00
10+ bars - $2.00 ea.
Soap bar 1X2X3" made by ancient soap making
process and with all natural ingredients:
Coconut oil, Olive oil, vegetable shortening, and
Lavender oil.
Our soap makes creamy, dense and aromatic
lather. Excellent for bathrooms, kitchen and
alike. Makes excellent little gift for loved ones
that shows your care, or as an addition to a little
party favors.

Lavender Balm, Face and Body
cream, 80g

350g jar - $7.00 ea.
Lavender infused coarse salt goes really well on
chocolate (dark or white), fruits, lamb ribs, roast
chicken, turkey or scallops as a finishing touch
that adds some floral flavor to the dish.
Our Lavender Coarse Salt contains English
Lavender dry buds grinded together with salt to
release the delicate Lavender scent.

3) Shipping charges will be calculated and
applied to your shopping cart. Canada Post
charges will apply. Province tax will be only
calculated on Canada Post shipping cost,
there is no tax on products you buy,
4) Select method of payment. We accept PayPal,
Credit Card (via PayPal), Check, Money
order and e-transfer payments.

Order by email
Send email to elena@elenasgarden.ca with the
following details:

Lavender infused Massage Oil, 120g

1)

Products you want to order with
quantities or weight

2)

You name and shipping address

3)

Preferred method of payment (PayPal, etransfer, check/money order)

We will enter your order into our system
manually, and a confirmation email will be sent to
you with total of payment required.
When you pay your balance, the order will be
shipped to you.

80g jar - $15.00
Lavender Balm Face Cream is a luxurious
homemade nourishing cream for face skin.
It is made of simple all-natural ingredients that you
can actually pronounce:
- olive and/or grape seed oil
- beeswax
- lavender essential oil
Unlike other store-bought lotions our cream
creates a sheer layer of natural oil/beeswax film on
your skin that has the following properties:
• it does NOT clog pores and leave them
breathable
• it is NOT water soluble and cannot be washed
off easily, therefore it keeps protecting your skin
for as long as you wear it
• It nourishes and tightens your skin while
fighting acne and aging.
This cream is great to use on face, neck, lips,
hands or as a body butter. It heals dry, flaky,
cracked skin in a matter of days!

120g jar - $7.00

Contact us

Made with real organically grown lavender
flowers and vegetable (base) oil by process of
infusion, this light aromatic oil can be used as a Please forward you enquiries,
body oil to sooth dry skin and minor irritations,
comments here:
or as a massage oil.
You will love the silkiness and light soothing
lavender smell of your skin after using the Elena's Organic Garden
Lavender Oil. And you will feel better by 18 Niece Road, Lowbanks,
knowing that your skin care is made of simple Ontario, Canada, N0A 1K0
organic ingredients that heals and protects your
skin naturally - without using store-bought- www.elenasgarden.ca
chemical-stuffed cosmetics.

questions,

Phone: 905-229-9633
Email: elena@elenasgarden.ca

Please NOTE: we do not accept Orders over the
phone at this time.

www.elenasgarden.ca
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